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The solution to two axisymmetric contact problems concerned with the steady-state vi- 
brations of an elastic sphere are derived. 

The first of these is related to the problem of the axisymmetric deformation of an elastic 

sphere, when the normal displacement ur is given on part of the surface of the sphere, and 

on the remofnder of the surface the value of the normal stress or is known. For simplicity 
it is assumed that there is no tangential stress ~16 on the surface of the body. 

In the second problem the torsional vibration of an elastic sphere is considered, when 

the sphere is twisted by means of the rotation of a rigid circular stamp, fixed on a portion 

of the surface of the sphere. The corresponding statical problems were considered in [l, 21. 

The solution to the problem is sought in tbe form of a series of Legendre polynomials. 

The determination of the constants of integration is reduced to tbe solution of an infinite 

system of linear algebraic equations. It is proved that the systems obtained are quasi- 

completely regular, while the independent terms of these are a system bounded from above 
and tend to zero+ with increasing index. 

1. Cooatrtt&ion of general solutions. We construct first a general solution to the pro- 

blem of the steady-state vibrations of an elastic sphere involving axial symmetry. As is 

well-known, in a spherical system of coordinates r, 8, 4 this problem is reduced to 

Lame' integral equations 

* We note that it was not proved that the system obtained for the corresponding statical 
problem was regular. Therefore the proof, which is developed in Section 4, is completely 
related also to the systems considered in the papers [I, 21. 
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where 

Here A and p are Lam6 coefficients, and p is the density of the material. 

The BObiOn to the system (1.1) is taken in the form of a series 

u, (F, 8, t) = fzw [fo (4 + k; f, (6 Pk @OS w] 
Ue (F, 8, t) = eiof kEl (pk (F) pk’ (COS 0) Sin 8 

u* (F, 8, t) = eiof kfjl gk (F) pkl b’s 0) 

(1.3) 

Here P,(5) is the Legendre polynomial, Pk 5‘ ‘( ) is the associated Legendre fnnction, and 

f. (r), f, (‘% (Pk (‘) and +k ( ) t are unknown functions to be determined. 

Putting expressions (1.2) and (1.3) in system (1.1) for the determination of the func- 

tions fo (r), f, (r), (Pk (r) and $k( ) r we obtain differential eqnations, the solntions of 

which for the solid sphere we take in the form 

$,< (F) = DkFm”d,;+z;, (aF) 

Here the constants of integration Aa, Ak, Bk and Dk are determined from the boundary 

conditions. 

Making use of (1.3) and (1.4) and the equation of the generalized Hooke’s law, we get 

an expression for the determination of stresses 
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CO 
or = eiol U,Wk (cos cl), Z,e = eiol 2 z,ik’Pk’ (cos tl) sin 0 

k=o k--l 
(1.5) 

ei*’ kjj r$‘Pk’ (cm e), 

cc 

%P = zeT = eiwl P r&?pkn (cm 6) sin2 8 
,,ti? 

where we introduce the notation 

q.(u)= &4,r-% ?$ rJ, 
L ,*(+2J.%(-y 

G,(~) = ~A~-‘/~{AK $[T Jh.--l12 (+j + [‘; + (k + 1) (Ii + 2)1 Jk+ll, (%)I + 

+ Bk v [arJk-lil (ar) - (k + 2) Jk+z,,, (w)]} 

Tw (‘) = /.&ir {A,, ?$ [F J,(_, 
i 1 
2; - (h + 2) Jktl,, 

( 11 
,F + 

Bk 
+ 7 [2arJk-I,, (ar) + [ u2r2 - 2x: (A- + 2)] Jk+tiz (ur)]} 

(1.6) 

‘C (k) = @,r-:‘z [(k - 1) Jk+li2 (CM) - Jk+s,, (nr)] r’p 

‘%I!$ = pDkr-*~~Jk+~iz (ar) 

2. Axisymmetrtc problem for a sphere. We consider the problem of the axially sym- 

metric deformation of an elastic sphere, when there is no normal displacement on a portion 

of the boundary of the sphere, and on the other portion the dynamic normal stress is given. 

It is asanmed that there are no tangential stresses on the surface of the sphere. (figure). 

The boundary conditions for the given problem have the form 

T4 (R, 8, t> = 0 (o,<edn) 

To satisfy the last condition of (2.1) we take 

&=---2b2&, 
oR I bJ,.+ (aR I b) - (k + 2) Jk+‘,, (aR I b) 

LaRJk+ (aR) + [aaft - 2k (k + 41 Jkfllp (aR) 

and from the first two conditions (2.1) the following ‘dual’ series which contain 

polynomials are obtained for the determination of the unknown coefficients Ak 

ffj X,#k (cos 0) = 0 
k=o 

(OBO<a) 

5 (k + l/2 + al,) XkPk (Cos 6) = ta<e<JcII) 

k=O 

Here 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Legendre 

(2.3) 
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bRE; 
xk= rAk, ak. = 

bzFk - (k + ‘/z) (b2 - 1) E, 

(br - 1) ,!Y:‘, (2.4) 
k 

Ek = b (k + i) J kf’h (aR / b) [uk-l,, (uR) + aRJ k+‘/t @WI - 

- Jk+ (d / b) [2dJk-l,, (uR) i- (a2Ra - 2k) Jk+l,, (aR)l 

Fk = - 2 (k - 1) (k + 2) aRJw,, (a.R) J,_1,: (uR / b) + 

+ 2b [‘/,a2Ra + (ka - 1) (k + 2)] Jk-a,, (uR) Jk+s,, (uR / b) + (2.5) 

+ 2 [a2R2 + k (k - 1) (k + 2)1 Jk+y, (aR) Jk-l,r (aR / b) + 

+ abR Pl,a’R’ - (2k + 1) (k + 2)1 Jk+l,, (~8) Jk+y, (d-Z / b) 

Gk = 2aRJk+ (uR) + [u*Ra - 2k (k + 2)] Jk+,,, (uR) 

Making use of asymptotic formulas for Bessel func- 

tions, it is easy to show that for e amall value of 

uR (OR < 4.51/p (h + 2~)) the quantity ak for 

large indexremains bounded end does not change sign. 
Fir this sequence CQ , beginning with some number, tends 

to its limit (at + _ [aa (ba _ l)}‘t)monotonicelly. 

But axisimmetric formulas for Bessel functiona 

Jk*l,, (d?) for smell argument remain valid for erbi- 

trary finite values of UR if k > k, > uR. Hence it 

follows that if oR is not a root of the function E&OR), 

then our esaertion of the behavior of the nomber CQ is 

valid for any finite value of OR, starting with the number 

ko. This property we allow to apply to the result of paper [I] end the solution of the dual 

series (2.3) is reduced to the solution of a linear system of algebraic equations 

x,,= 2 a,,&+b, (2.6) 
k=O 

uk 

unk = zz (k + ‘/a) C 

sin (n - k) a 
+ 

sin (n + k + i) a 
n-k n-/-k-I-i 1 

b n = -g j co&y (n + y2) cp dq co\ o h (5) dt 
(I _i (CO8 ‘p - !.l)” 

fl (E) = for 4 = CO88 

(2.7) 

We now investigate the behavior of the normal stress or, acting on the stamp near its 

edge. 
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Since o, im expreued by meann of a serian (1.5). we compute the boundary values for 

thh l erh for I II R, and 8 + a - 0. 

Making a88 of the equatiolka 

(2.8) 

OD 

2 P, (co8 0) cos (n - k) Q = 
[2 (CotI fi - CO8 cp)]-+ coa(k + ‘MB for (O<B<cp) 

m [2 (cot! cp - ccm fi)]% sin(k+%)D for (O<cp<P) 

2 pn (cob cpl sin (n _ kl B = - (2 (~0s P - co8 @I-“I sin (k + l/z) P for (0 < P<cp) 

n9 12 (~06 CP - ~08 B)]-I” ~0s (k + l/2) P for (0 < cp<P) 

it h l aay to AOW that the boundary valtte of the normal stream o,(R, 19, r) for 0 + a _ o 

hutbafcnn 

M= 2PP- u OD akXk- rk 

R% c 
kk=o k -I- 5 CO8 @ + %)a 

and the mmbon yk ua coefficients of the expansion 

fl (8 = kiio rkPk (8 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

3. Torrba of N elutk &cK~. In an anmlogons fashion we may solve the problem of 

tbo tomional omcillatfona of a continoous elastic sphere when it is twisted by means of 

the rotation of a rigid ronnd l tunp, curved with (I part of the surface of the sphere. 

It ia conjectured that exterior to the stamp the surface of the sphere is free from 

external tangential mtresaes. 

The boundary conditions for this problem have the form 

r4_ (R, 8, t) = xR sin Se’“’ (0 4 8 < a), zpV (R, 8, t) = 0 (a < 0 < n) (3.1) 

whore K im the maximum angle of twist of the stamp. 

Satisfying conditions (3.1) from (1.3) and (1.5), we obtain for the determination of the 

unknown coefficients Dk the dual series for the associated Legendre polynomials 

k$ Ddk,I12 (&) P,’ (COS e) = xftY2 sin 8 (0 < f3 < a) 

j+ [(k - i) Jk+l,, (=@ - aa&,*,* 

(3.2) 

(a~)] pkl (C~S e) = 0 (a < e cn) 
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Taking into account the equation [3] 

P,’ (co9 e) = ; P, (co9 e) 

integrating equation (3.2), and changing to the new variable [= con 6, we obtain 

k=o 

kz (k + “8) x#k (E) = 5 akxkPk (&) + c, 
(3.3) 

(-i<&<c) 
k=o 

where we introduce the notation 

xk = DkJk+$,, (aR), 0 = CO9 a, ok = 
3’$#,, (fi) -i- hRJk+% WV 

2Jk+l,, (aR) 
(3.4) 

We assume that the number oR is not a root of the function Jk+z,z (aR) and making use 

of the results of the paper [I], the determination of the unknown coefficients Xk is reduced 

the solution of an infinite system of linear algebraic equations 

where 

&I = i aukxk -t+ 4, 
k=o 

(3.5) 

OTk + sin (k $- n + 1) a 

k-fir+I 1 
nb, = - uR’~~ 

sin (n - 1) a 
+ 

sin (n + 2) a 
n-l n-i-2 1 + 

+ (C, - 2c& [V + sin ‘n”f i” “I+ 2ns,ca 
(3.6) 

a,=0 for n>i, 6,= 1 

It is obvious from (3.2) and (3.3) tha’t one of the constant valuee. C, or C,, may be 

given arbitrarily (for example C, = 0) and the other constant is determined from the condi- 

tion of boundedness of the sum for tangential stresses T 
4’ 

acting under the stamp. Making 

use of equations (1.5), (1.6), (2.8), (3.5) and (3.6), this condition may be written in the form 

cos (k -+ l/J a $ n~*‘~ cos Vaa - (C, - XT,) cos lJaa = 0 
(3.7) 

The unknown coefficients X,, in relationship’(3.7) are determined from an infinite 

system of linear equations (3.5) and are expressed in terms of the constants (C, - 2CJ. 

Substituting from the results of (3.5) the value of the unknowne in (3.7) and solying 
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the relationship obtained with respect to (C, - 2C,l, we obtain its value. 

4. Investigation of inlinlte systems. In the infinite system (2.6) and (3.5) we intro- 

duce the new notation 

Then these systems assume the form 

(4.2) 

where 

A, = f ‘n 
fi (k + ‘/s) 

rFInn) a + “i”(kklf,“:il) a , p, = anbn I (4.31 

We shall prove that the system (4.2) is quasi-completely regular. For this we compute 

the sum of the moduli of the coefficients for the unknowns 

k#n 

But since for n >/ 2, II/ (n) \< In n holds, the expression for S, may be written in the 

form 

where 

r=3, s=a+5C--4#(3/~) (C = 0.577216 is Euler’s constant) 

If the number art is finite, i.e., aR is a root of the function Ek (xl (in the first pro- 

blem) or of the function Jk+1,, (2) fin th e second problem), then for increasing n the value 

S,, tends to zero 

lim S, = 0 
7%- 

and this means that the value, beginning with some number, will have 

Sn<l-t? for n > 72, 

i.e., the system (4.2) is quasi-completely regular. 
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It is easily seen that the free term of system (4.2) is bounded from above and as 

n -NW tends to zero. 

If, however, one of the numbers a,, becomes infinite (see footnote on p. 620) (a,, t-m ), then 

it is necessary in system (2.6) and (3.5) to introduce new unknowns in the follow”qg 

manner : 

ZK = XI, for u# n1r %I, = ~n,Xn* 

The infinite system for Zk is also quasi-completely regular. It is easy to show that 

two of the numbers an may not simultaneously tend to infinity. 

We note that from the solution of the problem considered here in the special case 

when o + 0 (a + 01, a solution is obtained corresponding to the statical case [1,2]. where 

incidentally, the regularity of the system obtained was not demonstrated. 
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